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1. ALEKSANDAR ICHOKJAEV - IGF MKD Coordinator 

Opening speech and presentation of the “Declaration of IGF MKD” 
and the “multistakeholder” approach in the “Internet Governance”.

2. HILDA KOLEVSKA ,HMHRSQX«NE«%NQDHFM« ɕ@HQR

a2FCô+GLGQRPWô MDô $MPCGELô �Ǫ?GPQô GQô ?Lô GLQRGRSRGML?Jô N?PRLCPô MDô RFCô
Forum, and I am glad that today we are hosts of the event.

Digitization as the Fourth Industrial Revolution is at the forefront of 
all agendas, the global, the European, the regional. It is not only 
about the right to choose, but is necessary in all spheres of living, if 
you want to survive, to be present, competitive, visible and audible, 
this trend must be followed.

Technology is a key to achieving the goals of sustainable develop-
ment, education, health, environment. It depends on us how much 
UCôUGJJôSQCôRFCôMNNMPRSLGRGCQôMǪCPCBô@WôBGEGR?JôRP?LQDMPK?RGML�g

3. ELENA MANCEVA Ministry of Information society and ad-
ministration

“In each of the previous revolutions, as in the wars power was held 
by those having more information. Now, thanks to the Internet, we 
have too much information. How will we select it, with what speed, 
how we use it, will determine what results we get, and so we will 
ǫLGQFôRFCô@?RRJCô�ô?QôUGLLCPQôMPôJMQCPQ�ô2FCôOSCQRGMLôGQôFMUôBMôUCô
win in this battle?

We should use the technology in the right direction, because we are 
all responsible for its evolution.”

4. CHENGETAI MASANNGO 
IGF Programme and Technology Manager at at UN Secretariat

a1GLACPCôAMLEP?RSJ?RGMLQôMLôRFCôǫPQRô'%$ôGLô+?ACBMLG?�ô#KNF?QGXGLEôRFCôK?GLôNSPNMQCôMDôRFCô'%$
ôRF?RôGQôRMô
BGQASQQôRFCôNMJGAGCQôMDôRFCôBCTCJMNKCLRôGDôRFCô'LRCPLCRôUGRFô?JJôRFCôQR?ICFMJBCPQôGLô?LôMNCL
ôGLAJSQGTCô?LBô
RP?LQN?PCLRôNPMACQQ�ô+MPCôRF?Lô��ôAMSLRPGCQôF?TCôRFCGPôL?RGML?Jô'%$ô?LBôRFCôCQR?@JGQFKCLRôMDôRFCô+?ACBM-
LG?LôMLCôGQô?LôCVACJJCLRôCV?KNJCôMDôHMGLGLEô?JJôRFCôPCJCT?LRôL?RGML?JôQR?ICFMJBCPQ�ô'%$ô+?ACBMLG?ôF?QôKWôDSJJô
QSNNMPRôDMPôRFCôNPMEP?KKCô?LBô?LôGLTGR?RGMLôRMôN?PRGAGN?RCô?RôRFCô��RFô%JM@?Jô$MPSKôGLô%CLCT?ôRMôQF?NCôRFCô
BGEGR?JôDSRSPC�g

��ô1�,"0�ô&-$#0'!&2#0 

Secretary General of EuroDIG

a5CJAMKCôRMôRFGQôAMKKSLGRWôMDôCLRFSQG?QRôRF?RôQRPMLEJWô@CJGCTCôRF?RôUCôA?LôBCǫLCô?LBôQF?NCôRFCô'LRCPLCRô
RMECRFCP
ôRMU?PBôRFCôAMKKMLô#SPMNC?LôT?JSCQ�ô#30-"'%ôGQôRFCôNJ?ACôRMôGLGRG?RCôRFCôBGQASQQGMLQ
ô@SRôLMRôRMôCLBô
RFCKôRFCPC�ô7MSPôKCQQ?ECôUGJJô@CôFC?PBôPCEGML?JJWô?LBôGLRCPL?RGML?JJW
ôCQNCAG?JJWôRFCôMLCQôPCE?PBGLEôRFCôQCAS-
PGRWôMLôRFCô'LRCPLCR�ô�JQM
ôWMSô?PCôUCJAMKCôRMôEGTCôWMSPôPCAMKKCLB?RGMLQôDMPôRFCôLCVRôWC?PQô#30-"'%ôGLô2@GJGQG�g

��ô1-0',�ô2#*#�,3 

Executive committee Chair of SEEDIG

a&MLMSPCBôRMô@CôN?PRôMDôRFCôCTCLR
ôCTCLôPCKMRCJW�ô'%$ô+?ACBMLG?
ô?LLMSLACBôGRQôôCQR?@JGQFKCLRôQGVôKMLRFQô
?EMô?RôRFCô�PBô1##"'%ôKCCRGLEôGLô-FPGBô?LBôôGQôLMUôPC?JGRW�ô!MKNJGKCLRQôMLôôRFCôQCJCARGMLôMDôRFCôRMNGAQôMDôRFCô
NPMEP?KKC
ôPCJCT?LRôLMRôMLJWôL?RGML?JJW�ô'LTGR?RGMLôRMôHMGLôRFCôLCVRôWC?PQô1##"'%ôKCCRGLEôGLô*HS@JH?L?
ôUFCPCô
UCôUGJJôBGQASQQôRFCôT?PGMSQôJCTCJQôMDôAMJJ?@MP?RGMLô?LBôFCJNôRMôAPC?RCôDSRSPCôNMJGAGCQ�ô*MMIGLEôDMPU?PBôDMPôRFCô
AMLAJSQGMLQôDPMKôRFCô+?ACBMLG?Lô'%$�g
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1. Sanja Simonova - MARnet 

The Internet learns Cyrillic

“MARnet successfully completed the 
process for obtaining another national 

top-level domain.  Besides managing the .mk top level domain in 
RFCôGLRCPL?RGML?JôAW@CPôQN?AC
ô GLô����ôRFCô!WPGJJGAô�ɡȸɝôRMNôJCTCJô
domain was introduced.With this, every private and legal entity has 
the possibility to register a web site name using all the letters from 
the Macedonian alphabet. 

ȺɟɥȽɛȶɃ�ȸɟȻɟɠɟɣȶ�ɡȸɝ

The Cyrillic top-level domain is very important national resource 
that represents our language, our alphabet, the territory of the Re-
public of Macedonia and by using it we cherish our identity marks. 
Let’s make the internet richer by using Macedonian language and 
alphabet.”

2. Boro Jakimovski - FINKI 
Skopje

Towards digital identity

“Digital identities bare one of the most 
important roles in the Internet driven society. Their necessity and 
@CLCǫRQôA?Lô@CôQCCLôDPMKôRFCô#3ôAMKKGRKCLRôRMU?PBôRFCGPôCQR?@-
lishment. To present a success story, one can look at the positive 
experience of the academic digital identity federation - eduGAIN.”

3. Charles Edmund Garrett - 
British Embassy Skopje

Digital Diplomacy
a2FCPCô ?PCô ǫTCôK?GLô ?QNCARQô PCE?PBGLEô

RFCôGLǬSCLACôMDôRFCôGLRCPLCRô?LBôRFCôQMAG?JôKCBG?�ô,?KCJW
ôRFCô$MP-
CGELô-ǭACôMDôRFCô3)ôU?QôRFCôǫPQRôAMSLRPWôGLôRFCôUMPJBôRF?RôBCAGBCBô
to use the method of developing diplomacy through the social 
KCBG?�ô2FCôRCAFLMJMEGA?Jô?BT?LACKCLRô GLǬSCLACQôRFCôBGNJMK?AWô
and spread of information, so much that social media has become 
integral part of the diplomacy. We read news in real time, but if 
you get involved in communication then you get more feedback 
UFGAFôGQôT?JS?@JC�ô3QGLEôRUGRRCP
ô@JME
ôF?QFR?EQ
ôLMRôMLJWôGKNPMTCQô

diplomatic-consular activities but also improves my knowledge in 
JC?PLGLEôRFCô+?ACBMLG?LôJ?LES?EC�ô�LBô?RôRFCôCLB
ô?Qô?ôôǫL?JôNMGLRô
I do want to emphasize that there is a negative side of the social 
media which leads to plenty of witticism and building a virtual im-
age of a diplomat; thus instant messaging and twitting make you 
eager to reply immediately which completely changes the private 
and professional life of a person.”

4. Bardil Jashari - Metamor-
phosis 

 E-society: digitization of 
government services

a'Lô+?ACBMLG?
ôNPCTGMSQô GLGRG?RGTCQôDMPôMPE?LGXGLEôJMA?Jô '%$QôF?TCô
been isolated and closed, except for the so far successful initia-
RGTCQôQSAFô?Qô RFCôNPMHCARô DMPô GLRCPLCRô DPCCBMKô GLô#?QRCPLô#SPMNCô
?LBô#SP?QG?
ôQSNNMPRCBô@WôRFCô�KCPGA?Lô ?Pô�QQMAG?RGMLô�� �ô0-*'�ô
UFCPCô+CR?KMPNFMQGQôN?PRGAGN?RCQôMPôRFCôAMLDCPCLACôa#ô�1MAGCRWôa
ô
UFCPCôRMNGAQôRF?Rô?PCôPCJCT?LRôRMô'%$ô?PCôNPCQCLRCBô?LBôBGQASQQCB
ô
but above all for the development of the Internet in Macedonia. The 
basic principles of organizing a forum of this type include open-
ness, inclusiveness and participation of all who can contribute to 
these important issues. What is essential is that they should pur-
posefully represent the interests of all stakeholders, which refer to 
issues related to governance, sustainability, security, stability and 
the development of the Internet in Macedonia. “

5. Aleksandar Acev – AEC - 
Computer Incident National 
Response Center MKD CIRT

“The national center for response to com-
NSRCPôGLAGBCLRQô+)"�!'02ôGQô?ôACPRGǫCBôL?RGML?JôNMGLRôMDôAMLR?ARô?LBô
coordination when handling network and information systems safety 
@PC?AFCQ�ô'RôGBCLRGǫCQô?LBôPC?ARQôRMôQ?DCRWô@PC?AFCQô?LBôPGQIQ�

+")�!'02ôQR?PRCBôMNCP?RGLEôGLô�����ô2FCôACLRCPôPC?ARQôRMôAMKNSRCPô
incidents by providing necessary services to its users which enables 
RFCôSQCPQôRMôF?LBJCôRFCôGLAGBCLRQôCǭAGCLRJW�

'KNMPR?LRôPMJCôMDôRFCô+)"�!'02ôDMPôRFCôEMTCPLKCLR
ôNS@JGAô?LBôNPG-
vate sector is informing and discovering details about current treats 
and steps that can be undertaken for prevention of such treats.”

�««3@SI@M@«3@O@MCYHDUƼ«d«
Telecom  

Cyber security methods

“If the Internet is a cyber space, what are 
the threats that exist there? Are they real? Telecom Macedonia is 
taking care of methods for checking cyber security. ICT is part of 
the cyber space in which threats to the entire industries occur, as 
well as to personal integrity and the deprivation of identity. Is the 
Internet regulated? Does the regulation keep up with the techno-
logical developments we are witnessing? A national strategy for 
regulation of cyber security is essential in order to achieve the level 
of security we are pursuing. An assessment of cyber security is 
needed, through developed methods in companies and institu-
tions.”

�«$KH«,TɖRNURJH«�««1$ "3 - 
Online enforcement

2FCôǫEFRôUGRFôRFCôAMSLRCPDCGRQôGQôRMSEFô
when the laws are being used cre-

atively.

We need to have serious approach to this question, especially 
RFPMSEFôGLRCPL?RGML?JôAMJJ?@MP?RGML�ô5CôLCCBôRMôUMPIôMLôǫLBGLEô
new ways of stopping this type of criminal activity.

0C?ARô GQô?LôCV?KNJCôMDôLMLNPMǫRôMPE?LGX?RGMLô RF?RôUMPIQôDMPô
protection of the intellectual property of her members. The 
KGQQGMLôMDôRFCôMPE?LGX?RGMLôGQôRMôCJGKGL?RCôRFCôFSPRDSJô?BTCP-
tisements from the auction internet pages and on-line stores, 
removal of hurtful domains or reporting of the content of par-
ticular web pages as well as content on the social networks.”

�« -DC@« 9CQ@UDU@« �« %@BTKSX«
of Law „Justinianus Primus“ 
2JNOID

Copyright, Media and the Internet

“Another important topic that is discussed of Forums for gover-
nance of the internet is Copyright and related laws. This topic cov-
ers the processes of creation and its protection, usage of media as 

“medium” and Internet as “medium”. For us, it is very important to 
identify the potential treats for misusing (others) rights.

Do you know what needs to be protected and what rights this law 
protects? What is moral and what is material right?”

�«&NQ@M«,HG@IKNURJH«�«2#*� 
,DCH@«@MC«,DCH@«+HSDQ@BX«�«
%@JD«-DVR

Fake news or news that has been un-
professionally processed in Macedonia we had even before the 
non-traditional media. The tragedy is that in most online media 
not only professional journalism is not respected, but it is not even 
known what it is. As a result, online journalism in Macedonia is 
AF?P?ARCPGXCBô@WôJ?AIôMDôKMLCW
ôQRC?JGLEôMRFCPôNCMNJC�QôAMLRCLRô?LBô
QSNCPǫAG?JGRW�ô(MSPL?JGQRQô?PCôLMRô?JU?WQôESGJRWôMDôRFGQ�


